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ABSTRACT

Analyzing how the post-Soviet transition interacts with the crisis of
market finance exhibits a new ‘‘greed-based economic system’’ in the
making. Asset grabbing is at its core and hinders capital accumulation.
All the various privatization schemes have triggered off asset grabbing,
asset stripping, and asset tunneling. A global contagion of such behavior
has spread the power and cohesion of managers/shareholders (oligarchs)
worldwide. Financial asset grabbing is less straightforward, though much
widespread, and operates in financial markets through new financial
products, securitization, firms buying their own shares, hedge funds, stock
price manipulation, short selling, and the distribution of stock options.

Shadow banking, and more generally a global informal economy, results
from grabbing strategies in financial markets that breach the formal rules
of capitalism. In alleviating and circumventing the rules, the oligarchy
paves the way for economic malpractices and crime, calling capitalist laws
into question.
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In such context, systemic greed underlies unconstrained maximization of
relative wealth, for which asset grabbing is a rational means, in a winner-
take-all economy. At the present stage of our research, a greed-based
economy cannot yet be theoretically defined as a transition either to a new
phase of capitalism or to another different system.

Keywords: Asset grabbing; privatization; financial markets;
shadow banking; systemic greed; winner-take-all

The current financial crisis is often analyzed as beginning in 2007 and the
focus is on subprime mortgage loans and Lehman Brothers bankruptcy.
However, the first forewarning signs of a deep crisis in globalized financial
markets emerged in the late 1980s. In 1987, a stock market crash spread
internationally from the United States after which the savings and loans
system collapsed in 1989. Boyer (2011) underlines that with the October
1987 crash the ghost of the 1929 crisis reappeared and Fed had already
made a decision to widely open its finance to traders seriously hit by falling
stock market prices. Though the crisis worsened after 2007–2008, it was
indeed maturing over a twenty-five-year lapse of time.

Centrally planned economies exhibited signs of crisis in the late 1980s
as well (Andreff, 1985; Chavance, 1987). The crisis deepened between 1987
and the 1989, the year symbolic milestone – the Berlin wall – collapsed.
Combining negative rates of economic growth, open inflation, foreign trade
deficit and debt, and newly emerging unemployment, the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe for the first time fell into an extreme economic slump. In
the very same year 1987 reforms were launched that triggered off the final
countdown for the former Soviet system, from perestroika and glasnost in
the USSR to the first calls for privatization programs in Poland and
Hungary. Thus, 1987–1989 were actually revealed as years of a dramatic
breakdown in the global economy: planned economies were imploding, on
the one hand, while, on the other hand, a phase of accelerated capitalist
globalization,1 fuelled by liberalization, privatization, and market finance
development, was coming across serious turbulences. It must be stressed
that the fatal crisis in Soviet economies and the first significant indices of a
crisis in global capitalism occurred simultaneously. This was more than
chronological coincidence; no doubt, simultaneity had deeper foundations.
From 1987 to 2012, every year somewhere in the world has witnessed a
series of significant financial crises, stock market crashes, economic
recessions, and tremendous bankruptcies (see Table 1).
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Neo-liberal euphoria claimed a supposed final ‘‘victory’’ of capitalism
over communism (The end of history by Fukuyama). From 1990 to 2006,
this claim of victory has hidden that market finance was sliding into a global
crisis. Neo-liberal economists focused instead on hindrances to post-Soviet
transition to a market economy – using the mainstream wording. In the
1990s, the predominant Washington consensus drove economic policies and
reforms, definitely broke up the former centrally planned system, promoted
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Table 1. A Nonstop Global Crisis from 1987 on.

1987: U.S. stock market crash spreading to European stock exchanges

1988–1989: Final deep economic recession in East European centrally planned economies

1988–1989: Revolving bankruptcies of U.S. savings and loans; collapse in 1989

1988–1993: Economic recession of the Japanese economy

1990–1993: Deep transformational recession in PTEs (Post-Soviet transition economies), which

lasts longer in CIS countries (Commonwealth of Independent States) (up to 2000 in

Ukraine)

1992: U.S. economic recession, financial crisis in Estonia, sterling pound, Italian lira, and

Spanish peseta crises

1993: The European monetary system implodes

1994: Financial crises in Bulgaria and Russia

1994–1995: tequila financial crisis in Mexico

1995: Barings Bank’s bankruptcy, financial crises in Latvia and Lithuania

1996: Financial crisis in Kyrgyzstan

1996–1997: Financial crises in Bulgaria and the Czech Republic

1997: Financial crises in Asia (Hong Kong, South Korea, Indonesia, Malaysia,

Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam) and Albania

1998: Asian crisis spreads to Australia and Chile, financial crises in Kyrgyzstan, Russia,

Slovakia, Ukraine, U.S. stock market crisis, LTCM (Long Term Capital

Management) speculative funds bankruptcy

2000: Stock market crash, the Internet speculative bubble bursts out (e.crash), financial

crisis in Turkey

2001: Enron, WorldCom, Parmalat, etc., fraudulent bankruptcies

2001–2002: Financial crisis in Argentina

2001–2003: Global FDI recession in the aftermath of 9/11, collapse of trans-border mergers and

acquisitions in a bad stock market mood

2006: Increasing repayment defaults on subprime mortgage loans

2007: Subprime mortgage loan crisis

2008: Global financial crisis starts up with Lehman Brothers, AIG, Merrill Lynch, etc.,

bankruptcies

2008–2009: Global FDI recession

2009–2012: Global economic recession (except in a few emerging countries)

2010: Flash stock market crash (May 6)

2010–2012: Euro zone crisis

Crisis as Unexpected Transition y To a Greed-based Economic System 3
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post-Soviet transition economies (PTEs), and aligned most developing
countries (DCs) on to liberalization and privatization programs. Along with
it, an ideological watchword spread throughout the world: neo-liberal
capitalism is the best recipe for macro- and microeconomic governance in all
post-1989 economies. However, the Washington consensus overshadowed
that market finance crisis and post-Soviet transition were evolving in an
interaction between them. That both could have come out from a same
process of mimetic contagion remained unspeakable to neo-liberal analyses
and unacknowledged in most heterodox economic approaches.

Without denying some similarities between the current crisis and post-
1929 years as regard the downturn of real estate and financial markets, and
overall recession, the two crises cannot be further compared. The following
differences in 1929 were basic: no collapse or transition of an alternative
centrally planned economic system had occurred; no regional or interna-
tional integration had gathered PTEs together with long-lasting capitalist
economies as it happened with the European Union’s eastward enlargement;
globalization through foreign direct investment (FDI) and global finance
had not gone as far as nowadays; the tertiary and financial sectors were not
as significant in the whole economy as today; and a phase of regulated
capitalism had not prevailed beforehand.

Thus, it seems realistic to hypothesize that the current crisis of global
capitalism structures and institutions is deeply rooted in the interactions
between post-Soviet transition and the turmoil of market finance. Would
not a deepening crisis of ‘‘financialized’’ capitalism and the collapse of
planned economies, combined together in globalization, pave the way for
an overall transition toward a radically new economic system2? In any case,
this hypothesis is not one of a sudden and sharp break up of capitalism.
Rather, our assumption points more at an evolutionary change which
preserves a vast range of capitalism’s institutions while new informal rules
incongruent with capitalism emerge before being formalized into new
institutions.

No mainstream analysis had approached the current financial crisis as
interacting with PTEs transformation so far. A number of analyses contend
that:

a. Intense speculation and excess risk-taking have fueled major drifts in
finance-dominated capitalism and have inflated financial bubbles; the
latter have burst out in repeated crises that no substantial systemic
reform was capable to prevent;

b. PTEs transformation has met various dysfunctions, distortions, and
‘‘leeways’’ compared to neo-liberal IMF- and World Bank-sponsored
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transition programs; the outcome of this transformation is not a full-
fledged market economy aligned on to Western economies.

However, even heterodox economists have usually neglected to analyze the
interactions between (a) and (b) in depth. Most of them do not show that the
aforementioned drifts and ‘‘leeways’’ in PTEs transformation together with
the crisis of market finance are part and parcel of an overall evolutionary
change that affects all the different areas of the global economy. Those
elements that seemingly lay the ground for a new economic system in the
making are dealt with here as follows:

Asset grabbing: assets which were previously accumulated in the public
sector are grabbed through privatization without fuelling capital accumula-
tion, on the contrary, hindering it (Section ‘Privatization: asset grabbing
versus capital accumulation’).
Financial asset grabbing is indirect and results from betting in financial
markets (Section ‘‘Asset grabbing in financial markets: Risk taking and rash
betting’’).
Cheating with the formal rules of capitalism in view of grabbing assets and
financial payoffs has become a usual game in a sort of global shadow
economy (Section ‘‘Cheating with the Rules of Capitalism and the Global
Shadow Economy’’).
Infringing the laws and institutional rules of capitalism makes the dominant
oligarchy sure to win all financial bets with certainty (Section ‘‘Circumvent-
ing and Perverting Institutional Rules of Capitalism’’).
Systemic greed uses asset grabbing, instead of capital accumulation, as
its major means for wealth and enrichment maximization without con-
straint, in a winner-take-all economy beneficial to oligarchs (Section ‘‘The
Hypothesis of Systemic Greed: A Transition to a ‘‘Greed-Based Economic
System’’).

PRIVATIZATION: ASSET GRABBING VERSUS

CAPITAL ACCUMULATION

Privatization, though at the core of neo-liberal capitalist views and policies,
paradoxically triggers off a process of wealth acquisition that differs from
and hinders capital accumulation as soon as privatization is achieved
by means of asset transfers. The latter translate into grabbing previously
accumulated capital in the public sector when a buyer does not pay the full
price for assets coming into his/her possession.3 Privatization is a unique
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window of opportunity that will never come back again to grab or strip an
enterprise’s assets at cut-price. The one who has easily grabbed assets often
stakes4 them, partly or entirely, on lucrative nonproductive activities, that is,
he/she rarely uses all his/her cheaply grabbed capital to invest in real
production. Thus, asset grabbing erects itself as an obstacle to capital
accumulation.

Privatization, in a macro sense, may result from a swifter growth in the
private sector as compared with the public sector and/or a rapid increase in
the number of de novo start-ups. If so, its momentum relies on capital
accumulation to make profits and on profit-making for capital accumula-
tion, business as usual in capitalism. However, microeconomic privatization
transfers existing assets from state ownership to private owners. Here the
logic is one of property and asset redistribution. If state-owned property is
given away for free or underpriced, the economic momentum relies on asset
grabbing (Frye & Shleifer, 1997) by individuals or groups who are privileged
by the techniques chosen for transferring property. Such grabbing is
predatory. Predation for predation per se is not a foundation of capitalism.
While it has characterized specific phases of capitalism as a tool for primary
accumulation in a Marxian sense, at the dawn of capitalism and in coloni-
zation episodes, both are outdated since the emergence of global capitalism
(Andreff, 1976). If, after being grabbed, assets are used otherwise than for
capital accumulation in production and trade – for speculation, financial
bets, games, squandering, asset flight abroad, laundering misappropriated
assets, this is not a founding feature of capitalism. These asset uses point
at the basic traits of a wealth acquisition system relying on the redistribution
of existing assets instead of the creation of new real economic value.

First privatization programs were launched before the crisis in developed
countries and DCs, and then spread to over 28 PTEs in the 1990s and to
China after 1997. Still, asset grabbing through privatization is not over; the
Greek government initiated a h50 billion privatization program in April
2011. If such an economic policy were to be sustained in the long run, asset
grabbing would not end up until all the public assets are exhausted, that is,
the entire public sector being wiped out.

Privatization Financial Deals: Property Leverage and Cut-Price
Asset Sales

Privatization resorted to increasingly predatory transfer techniques. At the
very beginning, the standard privatization program, as recommended by the
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IMF (Hemming & Mansoor, 1998 AU :1), was usually splitting the stockholding
equity of would-be privatized companies into four ‘‘slices’’ before selling
them; each slice was doomed to be acquired by specific buyers. In the French
1986–1988 privatization program, a maximum 20% of all stocks were to be
sold in international stock markets; a minimum 10% of stocks were
preserved at a cut discount for the firm’s employees; 15–30% of
stockholding equity were to be acquired by a hard core of controlling
shareholders each of whom was allowed to acquire between 0.5% and 5% of
all stocks – the hard core eventually was chosen by the government; the
remaining slice consisted in stocks publicly offered in the domestic stock
market to the resident population.

A point is rarely made that such capital sharing provided advantageous
property leverage to core shareholders.5 By buying 15–30% of all stocks,
they were able to monitor all the decisions over total stockholding equity (a
3.3–6.6 lever). Core shareholders ‘‘borrowed,’’ so to say, property rights
from employees and small shareholders for free in view of reaching the
profitability objectives they had fixed, as monitoring owners, to privatized
firms. When stock prices fell during the October 1987 crash, 20% of small
shareholders sold their depreciated stocks in companies which were out of
their control anyway. Core shareholders and institutional investors acquired
these stocks at low price in the market. Thus, first playing on property
leverage and then skimming off depreciated stocks in the market, a small
group of core block-holders grabbed assets in leveraging people’s savings. It
was all the more so that those 80% small shareholders who had kept their
stocks went on behaving as sleeping partners in privatized companies.
Deprived from their property rights and happy with it (!), they kept passive.
As regards core shareholders, they actually made short-term financial rather
than strategic real investment motivated by synergy between their business
and a privatized company (Cartelier, 1992). At the end of the day, foreign
investors appeared to be the major winners in French privatization, just like
in PTE privatization.

In France and DCs, the government refused to embark on a privatization
program à la Thatcher where the equilibrium price was to be found by the
stock market itself after an initial public offering (IPO). A fixed price6 IPO
technique was adopted. A privatization commission fixed a range of
potential stock prices, topped with a maximum price and downward
blocked by a minimum price, after having audited a public enterprise to be
privatized. The minister for privatization has nearly always opted for a price
higher than the minimum assessed by the commission, though quite lower
than any expected stock market price. Such crystal clear and systematic asset

Crisis as Unexpected Transition y To a Greed-based Economic System 7



underpricing (Andreff, 1992a, 1999) was a precondition for the French
privatization success story since it triggered off an excess demand for stocks
of privatized companies. A low initial price facing an excess demand favored
an overnight market price hike after privatization. This made privatization
popular to savers and, by the same token, enriched core shareholders. The
latter grabbed assets at a higher initial stock price offered to them than to
regular savers, though still at a discount price, and then bought further
stocks at depreciated prices after the 1987 crash.

The government’s choice resulted in a tighter cross-ownership between
core shareholders of different privatized companies, and between them and
different firms, banks, and insurance companies. Cross-ownership was
accompanied with increased interlocking directorates across major compa-
nies in French capitalism. Cronyism was denounced with regard to the
gathering of shareholders in the hard cores. Interest groups often used crony
relationships to grab assets. Thanks to increasingly present institutional
investors in hard cores, the financial sector grabbed more and more assets
this way. After 1995, the hard cores and a number of cross-ownership
relationships were dissolved so that the share of core shareholders fell down
to an average 20% of stockholding equity in CAC407 companies, that is,
down to a level that secures a company’s monitoring (Andreff, 1996)
without a too heavy and useless capital immobilization.

Discount-price asset grabbing was even more extensive when privatiza-
tion proceeded with over-the-counter non-market sales of assets. Then asset
pricing resulted from bargaining between the government and private
rescuers, and in any case the outcome was underpricing. International
consultants who often advised the rescuers were used to widely propagate
the idea that the economic value of firms in PTEs and DCs was nearly zero
due to supposedly obsolete physical assets. Arthur Andersen took the
opportunity of being involved in PTE privatization drives, before the Enron
scandal, in view of training its staff at downward-biased value auditing in
favor of the rescuers and inside dealers (Andreff, 2007).

In various DCs, asset sales were integrated into debt-equity swaps
(Bouin & Michalet, 1991). Chesnais (2011) contends that debt equity
tendering was a sort of testing ground for future securitization. The rescuers
bought in the secondary market of a given DC, at (at least 50%) discount,
debt equities issued in hard currency. Afterwards, these equities were
redeemed for stocks of would-be privatized enterprises. The latter were thus
acquired half-price or less. This was again discount-price asset grabbing.
Given the inflationary impact of such swaps and a limited number of
potential rescuers in DCs, the government was used to manage these deals
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with the least possible transparency. Discount-price selling of a nation’s
assets was held against the government whenever transnational corporations
(TNCs) or foreign rescuers succeeded in a debt-equity swap.

Asset Tunneling Bad Practices

Spontaneous privatization in PTEs was a specific grabbing by a manager or a
managerial group which relied on stripping and tunneling state-owned
assets to his/her private satellite company. Extremely low transfer pricing in
trading contracts signed between the satellite company and a state-owned
enterprise was used on purpose. The radical uncertainty linked to transition
fueled these bad practices. Thus managers became stock owners of their
company’s assets. The distinction between managers and owners vanished,
and did not make sense any longer since a group of stockholding managers
had emerged, often coined oligarchs. Spontaneous privatization was
tolerated by governments, though illegal and corrupted because it enabled
oligarchs to swiftly grab assets; in the transition context an ideology
supporting the view that assets would only be efficiently managed in private
ownership, whoever the owner, was pushed forward. A priori unpopular,
spontaneous privatization became definitely hated by the population when
oligarchs, facing the radical uncertainty of transition, started transferring
assets to tax havens, buying casinos and soccer teams abroad and were
involved into money trafficking. Besides, privatization was a top-down
political and administrative process widely open to collaboration (Blasi,
Kroumova, & Kruse, 1997) and corruption between the managers of state-
owned firms and privatization local authorities. Inside dealing was more the
rule than exception. When the future identity of asset owners becomes
blurred, privatization generates considerable uncertainty that makes
managers eager to loot assets.

Asset acquisition with credit leverage, the so-called leverage buy-out
(LBO) became management-employee buy-out (MEBO) in PTE privatiza-
tion. Managers and employees acquired assets of their own company with
cut-price leveraging on bank loans. They often benefited from a discount
indexed on their seniority in the company. MEBO privatization was a
government excuse to give assets away for free. The discount applied on to
already undervalued prices that were beforehand calculated by those
managers eager to acquire the company’s assets. The repayment of bank
loans and interest payment were tax free. Adopting MEBO privatization
circumvented the opposition of managers and employees to their company’s
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privatization and enabled managers to grab assets at cut-price or for free.
After MEBO privatization, managers usually bought their employees’
equities at over-the-counter low prices (Frydman & Rapaczynski, 1994).

Mass privatization proceeded with giving away companies’ equities or
vouchers redeemable into stocks to all the population at a negligible price.
The first experience with mass privatization evidenced a success story in
British Columbia in 1986: 86% of the province population was willing to
acquire five shares at an estimated $6 value each. However, a number of
buyers rapidly sold their equities. Most stocks concentrated into the hands
of a small group of owners (Andreff, 1992a): for the latter, this obviously
was cut-price asset grabbing. Nevertheless, the World Bank promoted mass
privatization as its most favored method in PTEs and praised it to the skies
in the Czech Republic – and for a while in Russia – where it was adopted as
the first priority privatization technique (Boycko, Shleifer, & Vishny, 1995).

Mass privatization was implemented by creating privatization investment
funds. Citizens deposited their privatization vouchers (acquired for free or
nearly so) in the funds which were promising ‘‘fantabulous’’ returns, much
higher than the current 15% global norm for shareholder value growth.8

Many funds were financial pyramids indeed. They were undertaken in all
PTEs by promoters, who becoming wealthy at a rocket speed, then flew
away to tax havens. Albania, a distinguished World Bank good guy, was
plagued in 1997 with sixteen Ponzi schemes offering up to a 100% return per
month; they collected $1.2 billion, that is, 50% of the Albania’s GDP value
at the moment. Half Albanese government members were involved as
promoters of financial pyramids; they had to resign and some of them were
sued for illicit enrichment. The subsequent financial crisis destroyed over
30% of all domestic enterprises (Andreff, 2007). Most fortunes built up
thanks to Ponzi schemes remained unpunished in other PTEs.

With mass privatization asset grabbing was used on a large scale and
concentrated assets in the oligarchs’ hands. In Russia, a big majority of
privatization voucher holders sold them overnight at discount price9 to new,
rich, and forthcoming oligarchs. This did not happen without a series of
embezzlements and fraudulent losses of millions of privatization vouchers
(Freeland, 2000). Assets AU :2were also grabbed through selling stocks over-the-
counter since a stock exchange still did not exist; such sales went on even
after a stock exchange had been set up (Andreff, 2005). This equity trading
did escape any regulation, just like any over-the-counter trade in developed
capitalisms. In mass privatization, one can never know who the next owner
would be. The Czech Republic, a country which privileged mass privati-
zation, has much suffered from asset looting.
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The World Bank eventually abandoned its program of swift privatization
in PTEs (2002) after many sharp criticisms about the so-called loans for
shares scheme, which relied on bank loans with manufacturing assets as
collateral (Andreff, 2005). This scheme was a forerunner to inventions that
occurred in financial markets in the 2000s. It was implemented in Russia in
1995 and definitely discredited privatization deals in this country where they
eventually were nicknamed predations.10 The idea was that a bank can grab
assets through lending money to clients who are not capable to repay the loan.
The deal was as follows: the heavy fiscal deficit of Russian government was
covered in 1995 by loans from a few major Russian commercial banks; the
loans were guaranteed by collateral allocated on auction. The collateral
consisted in stocks of the best state-owned enterprises still not privatized. If
in September 1996 the government would not be able to repay the loans,
each bank could either sell the stocks deposited as collateral or keep them
as its own property, and thus takeover the ‘‘crown jewels’’ of Russian
manufacturing industry. The Russian government, indeed, was not able to
repay in due time and all the banks opted for keeping stocks as their own.
Some banks were both applying for stocks and organizing the auction;
consequently, they colluded on guaranteeing the loans, crowding out
competitors, and winning the auction. The latter turned out to be insider
dealing with conflicts of interests; it enabled a dozen of bankers/oligarchs,
connected to President Yeltsin, to grab the best of Russian industrial assets
for peanuts (Hedlund, 2001). This deal was soon qualified infamous and
naked grabbing, including by the World Bank (Birdsall & Nellis, 2002). It
had nothing to do with the usual rules of capitalism, but later on it inspired
other bankers elsewhere in the world.

StockholdingManagers: ShareholderValue andWealthConcentrationAct 1

Managers swiftly reached the minimum AU :3percentage11 of shares necessary to
hold the decision-making power and stand as core shareholders in privatized
companies (Andreff, 1995). They formed a monitoring group of managers/
owners or stockholding managers, or insiders/outsiders in the principal-
agent model wording, a model which is definitely disqualified for analyzing
privatized companies by the very emergence of this group (Andreff, 2000).
Oligarchic managers/owners emerged also in Western capitalisms at nearly
the same time with allocating stock options to managers (Section ‘‘Asset
grabbing in financial markets: Risk taking and rash betting’’). Then
managers became highly sensitive to shareholder value and, as stockholders,
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started having vested interest in property gains derived from stock price
increase.

Moreover, managerial entrenchment (Filatochev, Wright, & Bleaney,
1999) using more or less legal practices in privatized firms in PTEs basically
relied on managers controlling the stock purchases and sales by other
stockholders than themselves. Thus, managers secured their position as
major stock buyers in their own company and in some other firms (of which
they consequently became outsiders). This strategy created ‘‘reciprocal
institutional cross-ownership’’ (King, 2001) materialized in fast-increasing
interlocking directorates across privatized companies that paved the way for
new self-controlled industrial-financial groups. Stockholding managers
joined the bankers of these groups in a new oligarchy.

Privatization is key factor of growing inequalities in wealth, revenues, and
power distribution (Birdsall & Nellis, 2002). In Russia in 1995, revenues
derived from property rights were as high as 45% of overall house-
hold incomes, while wages reached only 40% and social transfers 15%
(Silverman & Yanowitch, 2000 AU :4). In PTEs, 1–2% of new rich12 concentrate
in their hands a major part of national income, savings, and property
(Guriev & Rachinsky, 2005). In Russia and the CIS, 2 million people
(0.7% of the population) own all the new private property, and 2% of rich
Russians save 54% of overall savings (Andreff, 2007). Wealth concentration
in Central Eastern Europe, though a little bit lower than in Russia, primarily
benefits to those who were able to grab assets at discount prices or for free
during the privatization drive.

Global Mimetic Contagion of Asset Grabbing Practices

Asset grabbing has spread from PTEs to developed capitalisms. Mimetic
contagion was fuelled first by an increasingly global economic competition
resulting from PTEs foreign trade reorientation to the West. Investing in
PTEs, including through trans-border mergers and acquisitions of
privatized firms, a number of Western companies were confronted to asset
grabbing, sometimes suffering from it, often directly or indirectly benefiting
from it. At the dawn of transition, privatization through asset sales to
foreigners was forbidden or restricted by law, but it became predominant by
the end of the 1990s, in particular in the banking sector: in 2003, 90% of
banks settled in the Baltic States were foreign-owned, 95% of Slovak banks,
87% of Czech banks, and 77% of Hungarian banks. These banks were
dramatically exposed to cross-border lending contagion in multinational
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banking (Derviz & Podpiera, 2011). Western competitors seriously felt the
competitive pressure of these newly privatized firms, not strong in terms of
profitability but from financial payoffs they were able to derive from assets
acquired for free or peanuts. Competition grew even harsher in the 2000s
when firms based in PTEs, BRICS,13 and emerging countries started
investing significantly abroad, namely in Europe.14

The impunity15 of asset grabbing practices in PTEs provided incentives
for TNCs and banks from developed capitalisms to mimic the behavior of
newly privatized firms and banks owners. International relocation of asset
grabbing moved first to tax havens. Then grabbing practices were imported
to the most developed core capitalism, once a way out of impunity had been
found there (Section ‘‘Cheating with the Rules of Capitalism and the Global
Shadow Economy’’). Discount-price asset grabbing, over-the-counter stock
trade, LBO, bad loan securitization, inside dealing, lending to insolvent
clients and Ponzi schemes, all have thrived throughout the entire global
economy. Mimetic contagion is not a one-way avenue: banks from PTEs
also mimicked Western bankers with excess risk-taking. In fact, most banks
in PTEs fell into insolvency between mid-2007 and mid-2009 whether they
were affiliates of multinational banks in dire financial straits or not
(Dietrich, Knedlik, & Lindner, 2011).

The very existence of an alternative Soviet system until 1989 was
compelling capitalism and its power elites to demonstrate their higher
economic efficiency through the enforcement of capitalist formal rules and
institutions. Capitalist elites had an incentive to invest in production and
trade, including the competition with the opponent Soviet system; at that
time they did not undertake massive capital flight to financial markets. The
co-existence of two opposing systems was a hard stick to capitalist
discipline, but this factor of economic discipline faded away in 1990
(Andreff, 2010). Since then, many drifts beyond the formal rules have spread
cross-border throughout the two systems with deregulation, globalization,
and ‘‘financialization’’ of the economy. A leveling off the playing field
ideology minimized all the constraints that hinder naked competition (Dore,
2000) and facilitated mimetic contagion of asset grabbing practices.

ASSET GRABBING IN FINANCIAL MARKETS:

RISK-TAKING AND RASH BETTING

Assets grabbed in PTEs privatization were often invested in financial
markets with very ill-considered risk-taking although it was more acceptable
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than the radical uncertainty of transition. Investment achieved in French,
British, and DCs’ privatizations did not remain immobilized when a 15%
profitability norm was not fulfilled. New opportunities emerged to make
money in speculating and betting on the new complex products provided by
market finance. Finance took over the global economy and was glutted with
fund outflows from PTEs that were looking for portfolio investment
abroad.

New Financial Products and Securitization: Indirect Grabbing and
Risk Transfer

Subprime mortgage loans innovated – not really since Russian bankers had
the same idea earlier – by lending to insolvent clients. The purpose was to
artificially inflate the housing demand, though with taking a rash risk.16

Then American banks transferred the risk on to other holders through
securitization of bad loans because, contrary to Russian banks, they could
not rely on collateral of a similar size and quality. In case of nonrepayment,
they could at best seize foreclosed houses, which had been financed with
subprime loans. The seizure would grab assets depreciated by the collapse of
the real estate market. However, this cannot be compared with the Russian
banks’ loans for shares scheme in terms of asset grabbing magnitude. The
return on despoiling American poor was much lower than the one of
capturing the crown jewels of Russian manufacturing industry.

A liar loan to a poor American did not require that he/she exhibited and
justified revenue big enough to repay the loan. Nevertheless, this was a means
for banks to grab real assets at extremely low prices in case of nonrepayment;
thus, a liar loan was also coined a predatory loan. Lending to insolvent
clients was a bank’s strategy and not only, as assumed in mainstream
economics, a result of a weak incentive for banks to correctly assess the
borrower creditworthiness, or of a simple relaxation in borrower selection
criteria. Furthermore, there is also a strategic dimension involved: when
banks wittingly lend to insolvents, they urgently need either substantial
collateral to hedge against tremendously high risk (Russian banks) or to get
rid of such risk through securitization (American banks).

Bad loan securitization enables a bank to clean off its balance sheet and,
by the same token, circumvent capital ratio regulation, transfer the risk to
portfolio investors who buy its securities, and immediately recover liquid
assets that will be used to finance liar loans again. A bank gives up its too
risky assets to a structured investment vehicle (SIV), which is an off-balance
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sheet vehicle that finances its asset purchase by issuing securities on the
market. The bank is interested in selling bad loans at higher price than their
cost, thus making a certain profit and passing on to security buyers the
burden of risk holding and the hope of making money from it. Here
grabbing financial payoffs and liquid assets occur. These gains are not
reinvested in the real economy; instead they are poured again in rash risky
financial bets such as subprime mortgage loans followed by their
securitization, and so on and so forth.

Compared to the aforementioned financial gains, seizing real estate and
houses is of no interest per se for a bank except that, in case of crisis, seized
houses happen to be real asset grabbed without any risk since the risk is held
by portfolio investors who beforehand have bought the corresponding
securities. This process is at odds with capital accumulation; it is rather a
double predation by banks that is detrimental to both subprime borrowers
(who lose their houses) and portfolio investors in securitized bad loans who
are stuck with bad-quality securities though classified AAA AU :5by credit rating
agencies. Asset grabbing becomes crystal clear when a financial institution
advertises, then recommends and sells a given financial product to its clients
while selling it short on its own. For instance, the Paulson and Co hedge
fund co-operated with Goldman Sachs to create a collateralized debt
obligation (CDO) labeled Abacus. Then the fund’s managers betted on a
market price fall of Abacus while they were selling it to portfolio investors.
Thus a financial institution grabs liquid assets on its clients’ future losses.
Other wealth is grabbed by selling low-quality securities; this grabbing is
detrimental to portfolio investors and actually despoils them. Goldman
Sachs grabbed enough assets to commit itself to paying the SEC, in July
2010, a $550 million compensation for having cheated its clients – an
amount which represented a two-week profit of the bank in 2009 (Raufer,
2011). New financial products have become increasingly sophisticated and
nontransparent with regard to the incurred risk holding; this pertains to
futures, derivatives, collateralized mortgage obligations (CMO), CDOs,
CDO squared, and synthetic CDO. All are predatory in a sense since they
transfer the risk to portfolio investors without actually transferring them a
quality asset. Portfolio investors are cheated. With credit default swaps
(CDS), only the estimated risk of the portfolio is transferred and hedged
against with credit derivatives. Derivatives grew as risk exacerbating tools
for speculation, since a financial institution which has initially granted a
credit is more interested in expanding this activity rather than checking the
quality of its bad debts. The tools used for transferring the risk have
mushroomed to such extent that nobody knows who holds what any longer.
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Hidden risks only reveal themselves when a crisis bursts out. Then, those
financial institutions which hold excess risk must actually repay with their
own assets or possibly go bankrupt or eventually are bailed out by the
government. During a crisis, their own depreciated assets are grabbed at
discounted prices by other financial institutions with lower risk exposure
(the acquisition of Bear Stearns by JP Morgan for $10 a share instead of
$170 two months earlier). The occurrence of a crisis materializes an asset
grabbing process of big-risk holders, which was only potential as long as the
financial euphoria was lasting.

Securitization, just like privatization, involves moral hazard. With
securitization, a financial institution which issues a junk security, knowing
that it will distribute a nonrepayment risk, relaxes its credit selection criteria
since the increased risk will be circulated to and held by security investors.
Similarly with privatization, a rescuer does not know the exact value of
assets which are on sale and the magnitude of the real risk he/she is going
to take. Moreover, he/she cannot check the risk, and the privatization
administration cannot either. Inside dealing is a means for circumventing
moral hazard, hence its high frequency in both securitization and
privatization.

Finance Actually Grabs Enterprises

The objective of increasing shareholder value means that a growing share of
production must go to stock owners (Dore, 2000), including stockholding
managers. The latter use the growth in shareholder value as a predatory
instrument to grab the real economy. Grabbing proceeds at a rate which is
the difference between the 15% profitability norm for stockholding
companies and the normal profit rate (a proxy of which is the rate of
economic growth, about 4% in the pre-2007 global economy). Predation is
more important for companies which are not listed at the stock exchange
because they are assessed to be more risky businesses so that the profitability
requirement is in the range of 25% (Morin, 2011). A company usually
cannot provide such high return on its own assets, except if it has taken risks
which are not associated to its current business, and are often hidden
speculative risks.

When a company buys its own stocks, this reduces the overall number of
existing equities since the stocks that have been bought show up on both
sides (assets/liabilities) of the balance sheet and thus can be removed.
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The removal enables the company to distribute more dividends at year end
to those stockholders who have kept their stocks. In fact, the company dips
into its cash the money required to buy equities which will be removed.
This is obvious predation in favor of stockholders. Buying its own stocks
does not provide fresh cash to the company. On the contrary, stockholders
draw personal wealth from the company. Far from financing the companies,
the stock market taps them. Estimated h19.4 billion assets have been taped
this way in 2007 at the Paris Stock Exchange, and $630 billion at the
New York Stock Exchange (Mouhoud & Plihon, 2009). Capital that
companies raise from stockholders through issuing stocks is smaller than the
overall money paid by companies to stockholders through buying back their
stocks and distributing dividends. Companies which significantly buy their
own stocks invest less in the real economy: asset grabbing hinders capital
accumulation.

Cheap credit facilitates those LBOs which target the takeover of a
company’ property, with up to 90% of the overall stockholding equity value
borrowed to financial institutions (a lever of 10). Most LBOs and MEBOs
practically are predatory and, if leverage is high, risky deals. Investment
funds often undertake such operations to grab, after privatization and/or
restructuring, important payoffs from re-selling previously acquired
companies, making a 30–100% surplus value. An LBO triggers off the
company’s debt repayment which, together with risky financial investments
and buying its own stocks, pushes up the company’s shareholder value.
Those who have succeeded in grabbing assets benefit from this growth in
value. Nothing in that encourages a company toward investing in the real
economy.

Hedge funds have become a major failing during the current financial
crisis because they bet on rash, risky, and illiquid assets while their growing
debts are in liquid assets. However, they grab assets on a predatory mode
by means of LBO, private equity, and company delisting (Aglietta,
Khanniche, & Rigot, 2010). Thus, the company is withdrawn from the
stock market and falls under the monitoring of a speculative fund in favor of
which a raid has been designed. The funds dismantles and restructures the
acquired company, revalues dividends up to the norm of shareholder value
growth, and strips some assets – an asset stripping that proceeds through
cut-price asset sales rather than illegal asset transfers as in PTEs. Hedge
funds aim at realizing substantial financial payoffs whatever the market
situation, and they sell short when assessing that the market situation will
worsen, typically a strategy that fuels the crisis.
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Betting in Financial Markets: Rash Risk-taking and
Stock Price Manipulation

Trade in financial markets has actually evolved to betting for a potentially
unlimited number of betters and amounts of monies with which to bet
(Jorion, 2011). At the stock exchange, the game no longer boils down to
foreseeing who will win a beauty contest, as meant by Keynes. Rather, it
consists in the player reacting to credit ratings with decisions that guarantee
him/her of making a winning bet with certainty; this includes for him/her to
bribe the beauty contest jury (the credit rating agencies) or even change the
rules of the game so as to secure its winning certainty (Section ‘‘Cheating
with the Rules of Capitalism and the Global Shadow Economy’’). Big
betters (banks, hedge funds, oligarchs), rather than foreseeing the winner,
get into a position of winning without risk by manipulating the market. For
other betters, bets in financial markets have become a leisure that competes
with casinos, lotteries, horse race betting, games of chance, and sport
gambling (Dore, 2000). These players are most often losers in financial
markets. Through laddering17 and spinning,18 a bank can manipulate stock
market prices. IPO privatization served as a laboratory for experiments with
laddering and spinning. Goldman Sachs was a major actor of market
manipulation that inflated the Internet bubble in resorting to laddering
when it participated in IPOs; it was fined $40 million for that in 2005 (de
Maillard, 2011). In other IPOs, it also utilized spinning. Big betters’ activism
destabilizes both the stock market and stockholding companies. It suffices
for them to acquire a percentage of the stockholding equity in a company,
and then wage a campaign against incumbent management so as to trigger a
stock price fall; afterwards they launch a proxy fight across shareholders for
company’s monitoring, and finally leave the battle ground with pocketing a
surplus value when the stock price rises again after the fight.

Apparently rash risk-taking expands far beyond the stock market. Lending
money without securing beforehand that debtors can repay – lending to
insolvent clients – is high risk-taking of the kind that one only accepts in
games of chance. This is far beyond a normally acceptable risk to a
capitalist, an entrepreneur or an investor in the real economy. Before the
crisis, lending to insolvent clients was considered in capitalism as a
thoughtless and excessive practice; bankers refrained themselves from using
it, audits and credit rating agencies were created to avoid it. Nowadays,
since such practice is so widespread, something basic has changed: the risk
itself is traded as a financial product. Risk is no longer a constraint to
decision-making but instead it is a product offered in financial markets that
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opens wide avenues for substantial financial payoffs. The riskiest bets are
the most profitable and do attract people who are prompted by greed, that
is, in particular oligarchs. When profitability of risky assets rises to a much
higher level than normal returns on nonrisky assets, then a mimetic behavior
spreads everywhere, and all investors rush to acquire the same risky assets.
Such high risk-taking was mimicked across American banks, but once
confidence vanished in financial markets it was at the roots of their
bankruptcies (e.g., Bear Stearns, Lehman Brothers and so on).

Banks, hedge funds, and oligarchs look for eliminating any chance in
financial games they play in such a way as to win all the time. A same
strategy can be seen in either trader compensation indexed on stock market
payoffs, never on losses, or in stock price manipulation19 by institutional
investors and financial betters. Market finance has created new products
characterized by a permanent assurance of high payoffs produced by
increasing risks which in principle must never materialize. Various
innovations facilitate stock market manipulation, namely, day trading –
speculative betting in real time, dark pools,20 and flash trading. In any case,
leverage is there to increase the magnitude of winning bets. Losses are left to
uninitiated players/investors. When losses happen to affect professionals in
finance as in 2008, then the default risk generalizes by contagion, and
systemic risk is at the corner.

More subject to open criticism is the behavior of go-go fund managers
who speculate in view of drawing gigantic payoffs from very swift bets and
flash traders who never hold any asset longer than a few seconds and achieve
70% of all transactions in U.S. securities (Barton, 2011). Infinitesimal
variations in financial market prices or indices multiplied by a huge mass of
mobile finance make abundant returns. In order to grab the latter, finance
professionals buy and sell what they do not own: they acquire call options to
buy an asset at an option price when speculating on price increase in
the near future; they can also acquire put options to sell when expecting a
price fall. Betting with a 100% probability to win has become the new
meaning, subverted by market finance, associated to the verb ‘‘to invest.’’
Betting with a risk limited to the option price and a nearly 100% probability
of winning has become the new meaning, subverted by market finance,
associated wth the verb ‘‘to invest.’’ A high return requirement is never
adjusted downwards. No return lower than without-risk return is accepted
any longer (Artus, Betbèze, de Boissieu, & Capelle-Blanchard, 2009). The
search for high returns induces a mimetic behavior which spreads across
finance professionals, thus speculative bubbles happen to inflate, and
then crash.
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Short Selling and Credit Rating Agencies

Short selling21 enables one to achieve financial payoffs through speculating
on falling asset price – I win my bet on others’ losses. It exacerbates
decreasing market price tendencies and translates into substantial losses for
others (portfolio investors, indebted states), losses which are the counter-
party for payoffs grabbed by short selling betters. A number of oligarchs’
fortunes were made in short selling. George Soros fortune skyrocketed when
he speculated on a falling exchange rate of the sterling in 1992. American
banks became used to pocket significant profits with short selling, whereas
hedge funds spread their business in speculative betting on banks’ falling
stock prices since 2007.

Credit rating agencies that deliver AAA ratings to new financial products
usually are at the same time stakeholders in the securitization of these
products. Building up a new financial product is intertwined with its rating
(Aglietta, 2008). Conflicts of interests22 are therein! However, the role of
rating agencies is less underlined as regards downgrading an asset, debtor, or
country rating. When agencies downgrade a rating, they send a crystal clear
signal to financial markets, meaning that it is time to speculate on the
price fall of an asset/institution/country debt and therefore sell short. A
downgraded rating is the green light awaited for by all potential asset
grabbers to make substantial speculative gains on a deceasing asset price.
Rating agencies look like a referee whistling the kick-off of a definitely
winning downward speculative game. Betters (banks, hedge funds) immedi-
ately react with short selling. Those assets easily grabbed in privatization
deals or otherwise (speculation, swindling, fraud) concentrate abundant
money at the oligarchs’ hands which is available for bets on falling stock
and other financial market prices or rates (and on raw material prices
as well).

Stock-Options and Managers/Oligarchs

A stock-option is a right allocated to a manager of buying stocks below
market price since the purchasing price (exercise price) is fixed in advance
and remains constant. If the market price rises, a stock-option holder will be
able to buy stocks at the exercise price and resale them at a quite higher
market price, pocketing a surplus value. This does not incur any risk of
losing money for the holder because, if the stock market price falls lower
than the exercise price, the holder will not exercise his/her option. From
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the very beginning, stock-options were aimed at aligning managerial
interests on to the owners’ objective (the shareholder value growth) but,
at the end of the day, they turned out to be a civilized23 manner for
managers to tunneling assets toward their own property and stripping small
shareholders. ‘‘Multiplying the forms of managerial remuneration tightly
indexed on stock market price variations, and the skyrocketing wealth of
top decision makers and the finance sector exhibit colluding interests among
these social groups, which is detrimental to wage earners’’ (Boyer, 2011). Let
us rather talk about cohesion, beyond collusion, of interests within and
across a new social group of oligarchs, that is, stockholding managers and
other asset grabbers. Just like in PTEs, a new category of insiders/outsiders
emerged beyond any possible understanding of the principal-agent model.
The probability of inside dealing within this new dominant social group is
high, in particular when it aims at bringing about circumstances of financial
gain certainty.

Since stock-options make managerial compensation pending on the
outcome of stock market bets, this drives the managers to take rash risks in
view of inflating the stock market price of their company. Thus, managers
often play a game of targeting short-term payoffs rather than long-term
shareholder value increase. They leave no room for chance, thanks to
privileged insider information, and are not sanctioned if they fail. Therefore,
it is a game in which ‘‘heads I win, tails you lose’’ rules, a statement also
heard to stigmatize trader remuneration and bad loan securitization. Issuing
new financial products, bad debt securitization, taking the shareholder value
as the managerial yardstick, hedge fund management, speculation, price
manipulation, and short selling are what drive daily decisions made by
managers, whereas most stockholders are left remote from the theater of
operations. Stockholders have discovered that they have hired extremely
well-paid managers who eventually work exclusively on their own and grab
without risk an important share of the bank’s or firm’s wealth. Lordon
(2009) suggests that managers have moved ‘‘in the other camp,’’ joining
stockholders in their logic. Asset profitability, indexed bonuses, and stock-
options stand in the background of this move. He correctly coins (p. 284)
managers as grabbers. In fact, the delineation between the two camps has
changed. Nowadays major owners (core shareholders) are tightly involved
in corporate governance while stockholding managers are co-owners, so
there is just one camp, the oligarchs’ one, where seeking to grab assets
prevails over capital accumulation.

Using financial markets to supervise companies’ management has
transformed the corporate governance regime and reinforced the power of
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an oligarchy which circulates throughout listed corporations and investment
banks in order to extract nonshared profit and tunnel it outside the
company with stock-option surplus values, golden parachutes, and
preferential allocation of stocks when a merger or acquisition occurs. All
this is not without its embezzlements and collusion between firms’ insiders
and the finance sector decision makers. This oligarchy resembles closely to
the one which has emerged in PTEs. Boyer (2011) points at a de facto
alliance between managers of big stockholding companies, financial
institutions, in particular investment banks, and wealthy citizens who got
rich very swiftly. Indeed, the new oligarchy is a motley crew: bankers, CEOs,
and managers benefiting from stock-options, merging industry-finance
oligarchs, and heads of institutional investors, all are both insiders and
outsiders; in addition, traders, speculators as well as some crooks, maffiosi
and criminals close the list (and the league) of so-called oligarchs. They are
broadly similar and cohesive due to a common swift enrichment based on
immediate grabbing of assets first, then revenues, and all other wealth they
are capable to grab in the short term.

Some analyses differentiate between oligarchs, high-flying managers,
professional and casual racketeers, appraisers, audits, and organized crime
families (de Maillard, 2011). However, as pointed out by Akerlof and
Romer (1993), it is not easy, or even impossible, to delineate those who take
rash risks in view of making huge financial gains from those adopting
systematic strategies of naked looting. Thus, there is no serious means for
introducing distinctions within our above-defined category of oligarchs since
they all grab assets in some way.

Wealth Hyper-Concentration, Act 2

The emergence of oligarchs in the past two decades highly concentrated
revenues and even more property in emerging countries, PTEs, and developed
capitalisms. The number of billionaires in dollars in the world more than
doubled within ten years, from 4.5 million individuals in 1996 up to 9.5
millions in 2006, with an increasing proportion of Russian, Chinese, East
European, and emerging country oligarchs. In 2006, ninety-five thousand
people had a $13,000 billion property at disposal that is one quarter of all
wealth produced in the world (Morin, 2011); this is a statistical proxy for the
global oligarchy. These people do not represent more than 0.00016% or a
0.16 millionth of world population. Such wealth hyper-concentration lies in
the background of revenues’ hyper-concentration. Revenues from property
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are half the overall income of the 0.01% richest French people (Pech, 2011).
Among the revenues derived from capital, the share of dividends has
increasingly crowded out real investment financing; this provides an
additional proof that asset grabbing prevails over capital accumulation.
As to Landais (2007), when taxed income of 90% French people increased
by 4.6% from 1998 to 2006, the highest percentile taxed income increased by
19.4%, the one of the 0.1% richest families (35,000 families) by 32%, and
for the 0.01% richest (3,500 families) by 42.6%.

CHEATING WITH THE RULES OF CAPITALISM AND

THE GLOBAL SHADOW ECONOMY

Speculative bubbles, financial crashes, and panics give rise to all sorts of
incentives to cheat, swindle, and fraud with one watchword: run for your
own life in the overall mad rush (Kindleberger, 1989). Contrary to this
defensive attitude, rigging and faking practices that emerged with market
finance and in PTEs are offensive and geared toward systematic enrichment
of cheaters. A shadow economy and all its fake transactions were enshrined
in centrally planned economies (Andreff, 1993); likewise fraud and faking
grew up as enshrined to market finance and PTEs since 1987–1990. With
liberalization, nothing refrained market finance any more from opting for a
functioning that emancipates from capitalist legality. Wealth grabbing
through predatory activities, some of which criminal, has thrived across
PTEs and then, by contagion, throughout the entire global economy.

Cheating on New Financial Products and Shadow Banking

If some bank intends to transform an excess risk associated with holding
bad debts into a normal risk, one way-out is to cheat and hide its insolvency
risk in derivatives and securities which are transferred to unaware investors.
The very same banker (Milken) who invented junk bonds later on had the
idea of securitizing bad debts by combining them with more robust loans
into one single security which is divided into tranches (de Maillard, 2011).
The latter were sold to portfolio investors without disclosing any
information about the extremely high risk contained in the security they
bought. This is the cradle of CDOs which were forged by merging junk
bonds and AU :6MBS. Maintaining nontransparency on the most risky inputs of
a security is not economic crime24 per se, but for sure it is cheating about
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the product quality – a way of cheating that resembles to that which
characterized planned deliveries by Soviet enterprises. In capitalism,
commercial cheating is usually sanctioned with some financial penalty when
disclosed. However, new financial products create a context for huge asset
grabbing through cheating on quality. MBS, ABS, CDO, and CDS are toxic
products, contagious in terms of systemic risk. They also are, to some extent,
illicit products. The same applies to high-yield bonds, the new high-return
securities that were launched in 2009. Several lawyers consider subprime
mortgage securitization as an innovative swindling which scatters and
externalizes bad loans off the balance sheets of financial institutions (Raufer,
2011) so as to alleviate their need of own assets. With SIV, profitability of
financial products is artificially inflated in a nontransparent way.

It is not by chance that the 1998 Russian financial crisis has triggered off
the emergence of shadow banking which escapes existing regulation. When
Russian banks defaulted, Western banks and their clients in turn found
themselves in dire financial straits. They transferred all risky business to
nonregulated banking activity. They undertook swaps with clients and other
banks, and contracted short-term transactions on derivatives with other
banks without bookkeeping them. This book-cooking actively cheated
regulators from removing the highest risks from balance sheets so that
nobody could correctly assess them.

Later on, the originate-to-distribute model adopted by Western banks
gave rise to high risks then transferred through securitization vehicles. The
banks hedged against high risks in the derivatives market, and thus shadow
banking thrived. Hedge funds which have a similar balance sheet structure
compared to banks, but without the same prudential constraints, look like a
sort of ‘‘unchartered banks.’’ Off-balance-sheet vehicles, conducts, and SIV
can also be assimilated to shadow banks (Aglietta et al., 2010). A crucial
element of shadow banking lies in dark pools, which are informal and
nonregulated platforms trading about 44% of overall financial transactions,
of course invisible to market regulators. Sales of financial assets are achieved
there in total discretion and nontransparency, a favorable context for insider
dealing.

Fraudulent Fake Accounting

Fraudulent accounting often conceals predatory practices. Cooking the
books and cheating with accounting rules are useful tools for success in asset
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grabbing. Managers have high incentives to disclose fallacious information
to small shareholders. It suffices them to exploit insider information
asymmetry. Those managers compensated with stock-options have incen-
tives to do all they can to push up the company’s stock market price, in
particular to invent imaginative accounting (Stiglitz, 2010). They are used to
disclosing high-profit data that will propel stock prices up. Audits often
suggest appealing clients with dubious practices that exhibit a company’s
fallacious image. Firms hire highly paid audits to deliver a loose assessment
of the company and look at book-cooking and financial manipulations with
blind eyes, which help preserving their AAA ratings. Otherwise bankers and
portfolio investors would fly away and never invest in a number of firms if
their real balance sheets were disclosed. Arthur Andersen was a world
champion of fake accounting when working with Enron, Worldcom,
Sunbeam, Waste Management, Global Crossing, Halliburton, Qwest,
Dynegy and, Colonial Realty (de Maillard, 2011; Lambin, 2011; Roche,
2011). Fake accounting is more profitable than accounts’ supervision in the
auditing business, so the former evolved into a routine. This looks like the
routine of former Soviet state-owned enterprises which were used to release
fake statistics to central planners, a practice somewhat lasting in many PTE
firms, now for tax avoidance.

The number of fraudulent bankruptcies has grown without entailing any
state intervention, which means that infringing the rules of capitalism
implicitly becomes an accepted mode of governance; only a few are cracked
down. Genuine white collar criminality is condemned25 but still goes on;
this has nothing to do with the formal rules of capitalism any more. Mass
accounting frauds are not isolated issues, but rather are prototypes of a new
economic system in the making. Nowadays, fraud is integrated by managers
as one mode of management, if not regular, at least systematically resorted
to in case of financial straits. Absence of accounting and of financial
transparency characterize all the new rich in PTEs, from financial traders to
oligarchs acquainted with political power AU :7. Those audits which analyzed
Enron and maintained a favorable assessment until bankruptcy just
behaved like central planners validating the rigged data delivered by
state-owned enterprises until the collapse of planned economies. The
purpose was to cheat and mislead portfolio investors here and central
planners there. In both cases, account dressing shows up a picture as if a
new wealth were created that indeed does not exist. Systemic rules are
circumvented until the point where a genuine informal or shadow global
economy emerges.
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Financial Pyramids

Outlawed since 1920 in the United States, Ponzi schemes26 re-emerged as
mass swindling during PTE privatization. They were used for the
enrichment of a few who leveraged on gullible people savings, in a time
when, according to its propagandists, the rate of return was promised to be
exceptional in emerging capitalism. This was revealed to be a contagious
practice since at the same moment Ponzi schemes suddenly sprang up again
in the United States. Madoff’s financial pyramid was designed as a global
network continuously pumping out liquid savings like machinery (and
machination) geared toward permanent liquid asset grabbing. Among
Madoff’s victims were found hedge funds and big banks whose confidence
was close to naivety or, more probably, connivance. Even Russian oligarchs
and Latin-American drug-dealing maffiosi were abused by Madoff (Aglietta
et al., 2010). Asset grabbers had been in turn grabbed from their own assets!
Competition across oligarchs does not exclude that some dupe others.

Subprime loans are a variant of a financial pyramid since it is a scheme
whose solvency is not guaranteed by revenues. When house buyers sign up
their loan, they do not have at hands revenues or assets to repay the debt
(they can go on paying interests if and only if housing market prices are
rising). A borrower thus enters an attractive low-cost credit system relying
on a promised purchase of real estate whose value must increase faster than
his/her credit cost. What the borrower does not see is that he/she is enrolled
in a diabolic spiral which only works as long as the real estate bubble
inflates. When borrowers pay their interests on subprime loans, the bankers
capture a speculative surplus value resulting from price inflation in the real
estate market. Many practices, without being Ponzi schemes properly
speaking, are similar to financial pyramids, as it was exhibited in the Enron
scandal. However, a financial pyramid crushes down as soon as the number
of entering participants stops growing or confidence fades away.

Small-scale Ponzi schemes – as Madoff’s (an estimated $65 billion
predation) – drive their initiators to be sued in court. If a similar scheme is
built up at the whole banking system scale, as it ensues from subprime loans,
then it cannot be sued. It is definitely beyond the rules of capitalism since a
global, systemic, and tolerated fraud contravenes such rules; underneath the
global fraud, a number of individual frauds are swarming such as offering
loans to borrowers who are not eligible. The registered number of suspected
financial frauds grew up from 1,318 in 1996 to 63,173 in 2008 in the United
States (de Maillard, 2011). Most suspicions refer to predatory lending, that
is, loans whose ultimate aim is asset grabbing. When fraud happens to be
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the norm to such an extent, and no longer exception, actually capitalism
rules no longer prevail. Capitalism cannot be defined by the permanent
violation of its own rules. In addition to breaching trust, illegal enrichment,
insider dealing, and price manipulation, banks and financial institutions are
increasingly blamed for intentional mistakes, fraud, and from time to time
economic crime. Those who are blamed are not only marginal rule cheaters
like Madoff, but the biggest banks in the world. Fraud as a system, is this
capitalism future? Or is it a transition to another economic system run under
different rules, even though they are informal?

Tax and No-Regulation Havens and Tax Evasion

TNCs, oligarchs, and big fortune holders, for the sake of tax optimization,
play on all cords of tax evasion and avoidance. Offshore financial centers
keep secrecy and facilitate avoiding most regulations and tax rules, and
often they allow for some criminal activities such as money laundering.
They are tax and no-regulation havens hosting all the economic actors
who wish to dissimulate transactions that contravene the formal rules of
capitalism.

Capital flight, facing the radical uncertainty of transition, plagued all the
PTEs, in particular those where the state was sharply weakened (Russia),
and was geared toward tax havens. Russian and Chinese billionaires are
among the most important clients in tax havens (Rusal, the world leader in
aluminum industry, owned by Oleg Deripaska, is listed at the Hong Kong
stock exchange) where shadow banking is also located. Tax havens are used
to launder the fortunes of oligarchs through absolutely nontransparent or
fictitious companies and to pay the least possible taxes. They are refuges for
assets grabbed in developed capitalisms and PTEs. Once grabbed in the
harsh global competition battlefield, assets are harbored in tax havens, that
is, platforms for secure and nonregulated enrichment.

Hedge funds, hundreds of insurance companies, and thousands of non-
transparent companies are settled in tax noncooperative financial centers.
Absence of protection of minority shareholders also attracts big TNCs
there. Toxic financial products leaning against subprime loans are deposited
and many securitization structures (SIV) are registered in tax havens. Big
developed countries support these offshore centers that facilitate hiding the
disreputable methods – and reprehensible by usual rules of capitalism
elsewhere – of their oligarchs. Money laundering is often shielded against
police inquiries since these places are also judicial havens.
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Financial Criminality and Organized Crime

In all the previous bad practices, there is a risk that financial actors who
infringe the rules fall into economic delinquency and crime where they are
going to meet organized crime (Mafia, traffickers, and dealers). The first
area for such meeting is located in PTEs where economic reforms have
created financial markets that do not finance new investments in the real
economy but enable cunning managers to deal and fly away with others’
money (Stiglitz, 2002). Stiglitz adds that they would have been sentenced as
crooks or white collar criminals in the United States. In Russia, one
businessman out of six has been prosecuted for having committed a
recognized economic crime in the past ten years. When organized crime
reached its climax in Russia in 1998, it took over 50% of all commercial
banks, 60% of state-owned enterprises, and 40% of private firms
(UNODCCP, 2001, p. 1). The size of the Russian criminal economy sounds
smaller today because a part of it melted away into the formal economy.

The drifts of financial capitalism also lead to merging legal, shadow, and
criminal activities. Borderlines are blurred and fluctuating across these three
areas of activity and depend on the changes that may occur in the formal
rules of capitalism. For instance, 130 American savings and loans have
laundered an estimated $5 billion of Mafia’s money and these deals are not
alien to their bankruptcy. In 2008, when deprived from liquidities, several
banks absorbed important flows of criminal money and some were
financially saved by this dirty money inflow. Among others, American
Express Bank, Western Union, HSBC, and Banco Santander are spotted for
their involvement in money laundering (Raufer, 2011). Economic crime that
helps basic capitalist institutions, is it still capitalism? Is not the entire
economic system falling over into perverting its own rules to such extent that
the whole system itself is changing? In the United States, the insidious
penetration of organized crime in finance utilizes unsponsored ADRs
(American Depositary Receipts).27 The latter is instrumental to issuing a
company’s stocks without the company’s consent and without warning it,
and then develop over-the-counter shadow trade in the stocks. Is this
looting, predation, or naked robbery? None of them sticks to the rules of
capitalism.

Three banks share all the specific ADR market: Citibank, Deutsche Bank,
and Bank of New York-Mellon. The latter accepted to pay $26 million to
the U.S. federal justice and $14 million to Russian customs for finding a way
out from a litigated laundering of funds coming from Russia, a deal which
was discovered by the FBI and the U.S. Internal Revenue (Junghans, 2011).
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With unsponsored ADRs, the most influential bankers in the world became
aware of how efficient the methods of organized crime are. Then, they made
the decision to adopt and adapt them to their business. No banker has
received a penal sentence so far. Those guilty of fraud are rewarded twice,
by financial payoffs and by impunity. Fraud impunity obviously fuels the
contagion of economic swindling and crime.

A global shadow economy has developed in the past quarter of a century.
With post-Soviet transition, the size of the shadow economy reached its
climax in PTEs – up to 42% of GDP in Russia and 49% in Ukraine
(Andreff, 2007). In any period of systemic transition, borderlines between
legal, informal, and illegal business are porous and blurred. Is not the swift
growth of a global shadow economy – with deep intertwining between the
legal and the fraudulent – a reliable index of transition to a post-capitalist
system? Just like any shadow economy, the global one generates illegitimate
inequalities and worsens the risk of a recurring and continuous crisis.

CIRCUMVENTING AND PERVERTING

INSTITUTIONAL RULES OF CAPITALISM

A firm or a bank cannot accumulate deficits and debts for long without
going bankrupt in capitalism. This fundamental institutional arrangement
has not been strictly implemented during PTE transition and is less and less
enforced in global finance. Circumventing and perverting formal institutions
are a means for asset grabbers to achieve their winning bets with certainty. If
such means do not suffice for securing substantial financial gains and asset
grabbing without risk, oligarchs then resort to state capture and lobbying.
Once the state is captured, they attempt to obtain a marked change by
breaking up the old formal rules.

Soft Budget Constraint, Bad Loans, and Systemic Risk

A soft budget constraint (SBC) characterized the very existence of planned
economies (Kornaı̈, 1980). Enterprises never went bankrupt because, when
being in the red, they were bailed out by the single state bank that was a
branch of the public revenue department. One priority task of transition
was to harden the SBC, but this appeared to be not that easy and did not
show up as a clear result from economic liberalization and dismantling
the state bank (Andreff, 2007). Hardening a SBC was revealed to be
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unexpectedly complex due to tight connections28 between firms and banks,
and the government pressure on banks asking them to grant loans to private
and public enterprises whatever their degree of creditworthiness and
indebtedness.

An SBC emerges when a firm meets ex ante a possible – a fortiori certainty
about – ex post negotiation of a new finance, credit, subsidy, or bail out.
SBC has been lasting in PTEs even after banks were no longer allowed to ex
ante commit themselves to bailing out any firm. However, a bank de facto
has incentives to provide new finance to an indebted firm as soon as it fears
that its initial investment in it is going to be irrecoverable. The correlation
between banking credit to enterprises and their payment arrears strength-
ened all over the 1990s (Berglöf & Roland, 1998). Facing their resulting loan
portfolio deterioration, the government bailed the banks out, which meant
to them that their budget constraint was kept soft and they could afford
lending to insolvent enterprises again and again. If, in case of bad loans, a
bank knows that the government will bail it out ex post, it has an incentive
‘‘to gamble on resurrection’’ (Roland, 2000), and it does not liquidate its too
risky assets. This behavior in turn increases the probability of a bank being
bailed out ex post. Then the state is captured by banks. The size of big banks
(too big to fail) and, indirectly, the overall magnitude of their bad debts
spread over a great number of big firms (too many to fail), increasing the
probability of contagion and systemic risk; this makes the state being
captured by the banks even more necessary. In such circumstances, one
bank’s bankruptcy must have such high costs that it is preferable that the
loans be renewed (Mitchell, 1998).

In order to avoid such bank behavior in PTEs, the government should
have intervened ex ante to prevent banks from gambling on resurrection.
This could have been done with tight control over the banks or bigger initial
bank capitalization. This undone, the government was compelled afterwards
to take over bad debt management and financial cleaning of the banks’
balance sheets in all PTEs. Then, the state authorities arranged bilateral
debt rescheduling between one bank and one firm, wrote off bad loans,
recapitalized the banks, revoked some bank licenses, or closed them down.
More often they created a hospital bank to consolidate bad debts. A similar
solution was adopted for the management of bad debts of the U.S. savings
and loans by creating a Resolution Trust Corporation in 1989, for avoiding
a Crédit Lyonnais bankruptcy in 1993 with the creation of the Consortium
de réalisation, for rescuing the Anglo-Irish Bank through transferring its bad
debts to the National Asset Management Agency in 2008, or in launching a
Orderly Restructuration Fund to save banks in Spain in 2009.
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SBC and its consequences are found outside PTEs (Kornaı̈, Maskin, &
Roland, 2003). It was a core issue in the U.S. savings and loans bail outs29

and the banking crisis in Asia. As regards the biggest banks in the world, the
certainty of being bailed out by the state has phased out their fear of lending
to insolvents and then passing bad debts on to all the finance business
through securitization. The 2008 financial crisis has strengthened the banks’
belief that it will be the same again and again, since a number of them have
been actually bailed out by the government. Consequently, taxpayers took
on losses while bankers got public money. Some U.S. banks even sold the
great bulk of CDS they were holding on the U.S. government; then it was
obvious that they were speculating on their own government failure. The
banks are too big to fail but big enough for jeopardizing government
finance. The plan for rescuing U.S. banks in 2009 extended the state
guarantee, confirmed their SBC, and provided them a new encouragement
to take ill-considered risks. A few bankruptcies and banking concentration
have made the ‘‘too big to fail’’ threat even more significant, have worsened
state capture by big banks, have shortened contagion circuits, and have
paved the way for a next crisis sequence.

State capture by banks easily drifts into having a political dimension.
Those banks which are too big to fail also are too powerful on political
grounds, and the normal rules of capitalism are suspended to protect their
stockholders and those investors who buy their securities (Stiglitz, 2010).
With the financial crisis, the rules which do not suit to bankers’ strategies are
changed.30 The international financial oligarchy has succeeded in convincing
the governments to transform excess debts of private banks into public debt.
When it increases its public debt, a state deliberately subordinates itself to
those who hold huge extra money (Jorion, 2011), that is, asset grabbing
oligarchs.

From Informal Rules to Capturing the State in View of a Change in
Formal Rules

Social acceptance of informal, sometimes purely illegal practices as new
functioning rules, the state being captured through lobbying (Hanson &
Teague, 2005), and oligarchs dominating the economy (Guriev & Rachinsky,
2005) have characterized Russia and most PTEs in the past twenty years. A
similar situation has emerged in developed countries and the global economy.

Oligarchs, banks, and investment funds are the major winners from
deregulation. No regulator or supervising authority actually reacted after
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witnessing that banks were increasingly lending to too risky investors. The
banks neglected and then contravened prudential rules. Hedge funds
circumvented with complete impunity those rules that they considered did
not fit with their business. Regulation of derivatives was rejected.

Facing the formal rules of capitalism, oligarchs succeeded in circumvent-
ing, manipulating, avoiding their enforcement, or having them abolished.
SIVs were held by banks without sticking to the own asset requirements
(Orléan, 2009). Repealing the Glass-Steagall Act31 enabled investment
banks to collect savings deposits, exposing them to financial bets and
fraudulent practices. The oligarchs’ objective is to divert common rules to
their exclusive benefit in such a way as to win financial bets every time with
certainty. They modify the rules during the game in financial markets and
then the non-initiated suffer from disproportionate losses. A consensus was
reached in the highest finance and political authorities that the rules in force
have ceased to be enforceable; this argument is utilized as an excuse by
oligarchs for manipulating them. Hedge funds which are submitted to few
information disclosure constraints have vested interests in manipulating the
regulation authorities and are quite free to do so. This is what they did
before 2008 and again when they attempted to prevent political decision
makers to regulate their activity after 2008 (Aglietta et al., 2010). Through
manipulating formal rules, the oligarchy secures the self-fulfillment of its
own prophecies in terms of financial payoffs and asset grabbing.

Instead of formal rules that do not fit with their grabbing strategies,
oligarchs elaborate on informal practices, sometimes illegal, which make
them sure of winning all the financial bets they undertake. Much widespread
informal rules at work in PTEs flooded into developed capitalisms. Then the
very concept of fraud, meant as breaching a beforehand-established norm,
becomes blurred. Fraud does not mean any longer getting over ex ante
clearly defined prohibition, but refers to predatory behavior witnessed ex
post. The great bulk of asset grabbing is based on the fuzziness that now
plagues the rules of capitalism.32 When the violation of a formal rule is not
sanctioned, or the sanction is not significant enough, the point is reached
where social acceptance and validation of an informal practice start-up. The
risk of being sanctioned for unfair operations in financial markets has
vanished these days, as the CDS business exhibits it.

Deregulation brought incentives to commit frauds in unknown propor-
tions and opened a period of lax law and rule enforcement, leading to a
partial criminalization of finance with regard to the formal rules of
capitalism. But the same frauds should not necessarily be considered as
criminality in a context of mushrooming informal rules specific to systemic
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transition periods.33 Getting rid of constraining norms, oligarchs can grab
assets in an illicit, fraudulent, or criminal way without bearing any sanction
when informal rules are spreading throughout the economy. They can
legally follow up the same (previously informal) practices if the latter once
happen to be formalized in a new institutional arrangement alien to the
formal rules of capitalism. The current compensation norms of CEOs and
traders, and banking bonuses which would have been deeply shocking or
even forbidden in some countries in the 1990s ended up as being informal,
and then formal rules. Lending to insolvents or toxic financial products
started up as informal practices but then was increasingly accepted as the
rule of the game. Step by step, frauds not only became tolerated but
increasingly appeared legitimate to many economic actors. Then the
situation was ripe for oligarchs to attempt obtaining that their informal
practices be validated by the state and some formal rules. Those tricks,
frauds, and crimes that are used for asset grabbing became systemic and
opened an avenue which drives out of the economic system of the rules of
capitalism as fraud, predation, and despoilment started to be acknowledged
and accepted as usual modes of economic governance. The previously
sanctioned predatory methods ceased to be sanctioned. The economy
entered an era of ‘‘legal swindling,’’ an oxymora that exhibits the exit from
capitalist legality on a path toward new formal rules alien to capitalism.

Finally, oligarchs do capture the state in view of having new formal rules
passed by Parliament or adopted by other authorities, thus ratifying and
validating their former informal practices. The networks linking financial
oligarchy to political power are mobilized to influence mapping out new
rules and laws, and their enforcement. Russian big firms and banks maintain
good relationships with the Kremlin. The best ‘‘national champions’’ of
Russian industry are under the control of few oligarchs who are openly
welcome to the Kremlin. In China, big companies are financially supported
by the state and managed by a narrow circle of businessmen well acquainted
with or introduced to the Communist party. In the United States, the
industry of auditing agencies has devoted $15 million to lobbying in 1998–
2000 in order to influence the house members and senators in favor of
deregulation (Stiglitz, 2003).

Oligarchs’ lobbying aims at promoting rules that favor financial bet
winners and open opportunities for asset grabbing. Updating the banking
sector regulation (Frank-Dodd Act) has reshaped it in accordance with the
bankers’ expectations so that speculation, the most profitable banking
activity, is not only safeguarded but also optimized. Proactive lobbying has
ensured that no regulation would prevail over financial products that are
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aimed against subprime loan securitization. The net capital rule or Pickard
regulation, set up in 1975, delineates the highest allowed rate of leverage (a
maximum multiplier of twelve) for investment banks. Under pressure of the
biggest banks, the SEC admitted a twice higher rate and tolerated bigger
leverage (Lordon, 2009). By early 1998, LTCM had a leverage multiplier of
25 and the Carlyle Capital’s was 30 before it went bankrupt early 2008.

THE HYPOTHESIS OF SYSTEMIC GREED: A

TRANSITION TO A ‘‘GREED-BASED ECONOMIC

SYSTEM’’

Kornaı̈ (2000) raised the question to know whether transition in PTEs paved
the way for a third economic system, neither capitalism nor socialism. If
so, the new system should be coined both post-capitalist and post-socialist.
In the past quarter of a century, such a supposedly third economic system
did not really emerge in either PTEs or developed capitalisms. Instead a
more likely transition period opened up. During a systemic transition, by
definition, the structures and formal institutions of two systems do coexist in
a same economy. On the one hand, the structures and institutions of the old
system are in a phase of destruction while those of a new system are in a
phase of creation. A part of the economy does not function any longer in
accordance with the formal rules of capitalism – we coin this a ‘‘greed-based
economic system.’’ The contention here is that the current transition
promotes wealth maximization without constraint instead of profit
maximization under constraint; it fuels the creation of a fast-growing
segment in the economy that functions according to winner-take-all rules.
The latter are much more nonegalitarian than the wage-earners’ domination
by capitalists. The transition to a greed-based economic system is
progressing step by step insofar as the new rules take time to spread from
privatizations and financial markets to other patches of the entire global
economy. This is an evolutionary transition, transformation, or mutation.

Enrichment Maximization without Constraint

A number of analyses since 2008 have implicitly or explicitly contended that
enrichment does not meet any constraint any more. Thus, without actually
conceptualizing it, they point to an hypothesis of greed not only being
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rational from an individual standpoint but also making itself a system, greed
becoming systemic. If this assumption were to be verified in the long run, it
would bring with it the roots of another system than capitalism. Let us call it a
greed-based economic system. In such system, any oligarch’s objective is first
to maximize his/her enrichment in absolute terms and second, even more so,
to maximize it comparatively with and detrimentally to others by eliminating
all the constraints through the violation of capitalism rules AU :8. Paraphrasing
Comte-Sponville (2004) who writes, about capitalism, ‘‘no law forbids
egoism,’’ in a greed-based economic system in the making, no law forbids
either greed or addressing incentives to enrich oneself without limit for
greedy people.

In the literature, one finds references to a wealth maximization behavior
without constraint whereas the capitalism logic is one of profit maximiza-
tion under some constraints that are accounted for by managers (Morin,
2011). Bankers’ and oligarchs’ unlimited greed is also referred to (Attali,
2009; Stiglitz, 2010). Even the recent collapse of the financial system did not
put an end to greedy behavior. Bankers were immediately eager to use the
state money that bailed their banks out to pay themselves huge bonuses in
proportion to their huge losses. Shareholder value maximization was
caricatured in stating that ‘‘greed is good’’ although the statement was
sullied by enterprises’ predatory practices undertaken for the sake of greed
(Barton, 2011). In fact, there is no caricature in that: greed is the rationale
for actors whose strategy is asset grabbing and who are capable to
manipulate the formal rules on purpose; greed deeply roots into the newly
emerging economic system.

If we grasp all the previous ideas in a nutshell, unlimited enrichment is
rooted in three cumulative sources: (a) maximizing revenues (profit, interest)
derived from assets, which is typical of capitalism, (b) increasing at a forced
pace the value of assets invested in the real economy by aligning its growth on a
norm for shareholder value growth, which is typical of ‘‘financialized’’
capitalism, (c) systematic and continuous asset grabbing (predation, despoil-
ment) without reinvesting the grabbed assets into production but investing
them instead again and again in financial bets, which is typical of a greed-
based economic system. Taken together, the three enrichment sources
point at a transition period between ‘‘financialized’’ capitalism and some-
thing new.

Greedy strategies can lead their actors to fraud and committing economic
crime when greed takes roots as a behavioral norm. In capitalism, greed and
enrichment at any rate are not irrational but remain subject to two series of
constraints. On the one hand, formal rules of capitalism delineate which
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enrichment practices are illegal or criminal. On the other hand, capital
accumulation constrains a share of profit to be reinvested in real production
and the means of production (Marx variant); a sufficient share of overall
savings must finance real investment in physical assets and immobilized
financial assets (Keynes variant); or a share of nonconsumed income must
be preserved for manufacturing production goods (Pareto-Barone variant).
Such kind of constraints no longer holds in a greed-based economic system
since it is not based on either capital accumulation or real investment or any
sort of asset immobilization but on grabbing liquid and illiquid assets.
Whatever their liquidity, grabbed assets must be easy to shift, and highly
mobile, from one’s property to the other and from one financial bet to
another. In a greed-based economic system, all nonimmediately consumed
financial gains are instantaneously staked in games and financial bets that
do not require asset immobilization any longer than a few (fractions of a)
second(s). In a sense, maximizing financial and property gains without
constraint makes it a significant difference compared with the previous
phases of capitalism.

A Winner-Take-All Economy

Enrichment maximization being without constraint, a maximum or optimal
level of profit or wealth does not exist any longer. The yardstick cannot be
wealth maximization in absolute terms any more since the maximum is
infinite now. The only possible alternative behavioral norm, in a society
where permanent competition and comparison prevail, consists in enriching
oneself at a faster pace than others, that is, maximizing one’s relative wealth.
A must is to win and preferably take all possible gains, that is, without
leaving anything to others. What is at stake here is to win in privatization
and in stock and financial markets in such a way as to get richer than
others – or most of them. Thus asset grabbing is a rational means to reach
this aim because, in putting into my own property an asset grabbed from
others, I reduce his/her enrichment in order to increase my own. Economic
and social life increasingly turns out to resemble a tournament or a game of
chance in which each oligarch rigs the game to win it with certainty.
Economic and more basically financial competition sounds like a sporting
contest whose winners are those who do not stick to the rules in order to win
and make money. ‘‘Making money is everyone obsession, making others
losing money is an unfortunate collateral damage without significance. Such
are the rules of the game’’ (Roche, 2011).
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In the 1990s, Anglo-American capitalism started to be represented as an
economic system where the winners take all, a Winner-Take-All-Society
(Dore, 2000; Frank & Cook, 1996). This society is characterized by a few
people holding high revenues and a wide property, that is, a group of
oligarchs as above-defined. If one winner takes all in each game, logically a
huge majority of the population loses.34 It is even more so if the winners are
repeatedly the same oligarchs who load the dice. With systemic greed and
winner-take-all, actually the rational egoism hypothesis underlying main-
stream economics is not enough and not relevant. Oligarchs do not restrict
themselves to optimize their wealth under constraint according to their own
egoist interest. Each of them takes as much as he/she can, including through
grabbing others’ assets. It is urgently needed that heterodox economists
undertake analyzing greedy and rigged strategies of a winner-take-all
economy, in particular in the market finance business. A heterodox analysis
must even go further since such strategies are rooted as systemic and are,
with enrichment maximization without constraint, the second pillar of a
greed-based economic system.

The game and betting dimensions are much more significant in the
functioning of a greed-based economic system than what is known about
capitalism. In capitalism, investing consists in taking a calculated risk with a
win uncertainty about net revenues. In a greed-based system, no one invests
this way, but instead anyone and everyone bets. Betting boils down to
taking a maximum risk to grab assets. In a greed-based economic system,
oligarchs manipulate the rules in order to win their rash bets and, as far as
possible, take all. This is not betting as a cards player does – or bets in any
game of chance – in which the player takes a true risk. An oligarch takes a
fake risk because he/she rigs the bet in view of eliminating any real risk for
himself/herself and transfers the true risk on to all those who will lose (999/
1,000th of the population). A bank which uses for insider dealing an
information that it gets before anyone else can be compared to a poker
player who can see his/her opponents’ cards. Betting with the outcome
certainty of a win is crucial for maximizing enrichment and a winner-take-all
strategy in which it is instrumental to cheat, rig, and fraud with the rules of
capitalism.

Transition to A Greed-based Economic System: Oligarchs and Losers

Identifying the winners in a greed-based economic system is rather easy;
they are oligarchs as defined in Section ‘‘Asset grabbing in financial markets:
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Risk taking and rash betting.’’ The identification of losers is trickier but can
logically be derived from identifying the winners. A good example of a
winner is Mr. Paulson who has himself structured the Abacus junk product
aimed against subprime loans. Then he started betting against the hedge
funds and pocketed $1 billion invested by too many greedy people.
Goldman Sachs had simultaneously facilitated selling the Greek sovereign
debt, securitized a part of it in order to hide how much big it was, and
created CDS enabling the bank to speculate on a default of the Greek debt
(Roche, 2011). A deep social dividing line and social conflict come out from
this: aggressiveness is linked to greed for winners, and in opposition to
resentment for losers (Jorion, 2011). A part of the U.S. elites has consciously
set up a predation system whose victims primarily are households with a
modest way of life. Ponzi schemes (from Madoff to securitization) boil
down to loot assets deposited by clients who are the genuine losers. When
taxpayers currently pay for covering the bad debts of those banks which
have been bailed out by the state and for a distribution of bonuses to
bankers, a clash between winners and losers is obvious at a macroeconomic
and social level. A gap deepens to the abyssal between globalized elite of
oligarchs and the so-called ‘‘middle class’’ which suffers, with less and less
complacency, the destroying impact on its income of the elite globalized
games.

How to interpret such mutation? Witnessing a swiftly multiplied number
of financial bets incites some economists (Davies, 2010) to talk about a
casino economy. The global shadow economy indeed considers the whole
planet as a wide casino where anyone can stake any amount on anything
and everything, regardless of the rules, in total nontransparency and with
repeated conflicts of interests. Games of chance of the poor and business
games of the rich are not without links. However a clarification must be
made here: oligarchs are in the position of global casino managers who fix
the mechanics of one-armed bandits in such a way as to win the money
staked by other players. Among the latter some occasionally win, most of
them steadily lose. A bank gets rid of securitized bad loans for money in an
attempt, as in a casino, to make up its losses, including with biased bets
favoring it, like the subprime loans. The die is cast!

Some proxies for the systemic greed hypothesis are found in the literature,
deeply breaking with capitalism of the Roaring Fifties to Seventies. Stiglitz
(2002) talked about corrupted crony capitalism, Soros (1998) denounced
capitalism of the crooks (he perfectly knows what it is all about!), Orléan
(2009) stigmatized a ‘‘financialized’’ capitalism, and Lordon (2009) stressed
on deregulation and finance domination. However, capitalism cannot be
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defined by the permanent infringements of its own rules, in particular when
infringements start with new informal rules that eventually turn out to be
the new formal rules (Section ‘‘Cheating with the Rules of Capitalism and
the Global Shadow Economy’’) Repeated infringements trigger a slow
evolution – no revolution but a long-lasting crisis since 1987, which is not
over yet – affecting simultaneously capitalism and post-communism.35 Since
PTEs have initiated most financial drifts of capitalism earlier than Western
bankers and investment funds, the idea of an interacting co-evolution
between two economic systems (Chavance, 1999) is worth being revisited in
this new context. An interactive evolution can indeed come out with a new
phase of capitalism or a new third economic system as above suggested by
Kornaı̈ (2000). Here lies the need for further theoretical analysis of what is
identified as a greed-based economic system.

Asset Grabbing in Everyday Life: Rigged Betting in Sports

Dore (2000) correctly contends that betting in financial markets has joined
other games in everyday life activity, on the job and during leisure time. Bets
are becoming pillars of the entire economic system. From Playstations to
games of chance, many people seek gains from betting in their everyday life,
including monetary gains derived from gambling on horse races and the
outcome of sporting events. People are so addicted to betting in most Asian
countries, the Balkans, Central America, and tax havens that it is now an
actual way of life. The sports economy and online sport betting (Andreff,
2012) show up many similarities with the functioning of financial markets.
Here again endlessly looking for monetary gains and then rigging the game
in order to avoid risk is contagious. Match fixing on a wide scale started
developing exactly during the same years when Russian, Chinese, and other
PTE oligarchs got rich and new millionaires emerged in some Asian
countries. When connected to online betting, as it is nowadays the case,
match fixing is a whole industry collecting at least h200 billion per year.

Moreover, with the current financial crisis, a number of financial market
players have embarked on a flight to quality and moved liquid assets not
only from financial markets to raw material markets but also to the global
market of match fixing and betting. The latter is global since those who fix
the matches are internationally connected through various global networks
(Hill, 2009), just like Russian and Chinese oligarchs and all bankers are.
Match fixing, and thus corruption in sports, has a single objective: enrich
oneself at the fastest pace and with the highest possible certainty to win.
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A sort of equivalence with short selling in financial markets is to bet on a
team’s loss, even on the loss of your own favorite team (the one you are a
fan of). Rigging the game has become a highly risky business – due to
potential sanctions if caught – but extremely lucrative. Fixed matches are
also used as a tool for money laundering by asset grabbers and organized
crime. Thousands of online sports betting web sites circumvent any sort of
regulation and are accessible from anywhere in the world within a second.
Match fixers cannot be discovered and sanctioned, just like oligarchs,
bankers, and hedge funds managers accountable for asset grabbing.

Toward a Theoretical Analysis of the Greed-based Economy

The collapse of centrally planned economies and their post-communist
transition re-opened a debate in Marxist theory about the sequence of
modes of production between capitalism, socialism, and communism as well
as controversies in comparative economics about sequencing the market
economy, a central planning system, and possibly their convergence36 into a
sort of mixed economy. The above-delineated greed-based economy raises
the same issue: what could be its theoretical underpinnings in a historical
long-run sequencing of economic systems or modes of production? Asset
grabbing instead of capital accumulation, systemic greed, and winner-take-
all instead of usual profit making sounds like radical changes; but the
theoretical question is to know whether a greed-based economy paves the
way to a new phase of capitalism or consists in a transitional form actually
breaking up from capitalism, that is, a transition to an unknown post-
capitalism in the present state of Marxist theory and comparative
economics. Or, perhaps, is it simply a mirage leaving the current global
‘‘financialized’’ capitalism absolutely unchanged? Both empirical evidence
and the first step analysis presented in this chapter do not lean in favor of
the last hypothesis. Then we are left with a theoretical trade-off regarding
the delineated greed-based economy between being either a new phase in
capitalist development or a first phase in a possible post-capitalist system.
This theoretical alternative obviously cannot be dealt with overnight and
receive a clear-cut response without digging deeper and longer into
economic theory.

Even though it is not an excuse, identifying a greed-based economy as it
has been done here is only a first analytical step. It is not enough since, for
instance in the framework of Marxist theory, it would have required to root
it in the analysis of social relationships, ownership modes, and productive
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forces. Our analysis gives an insight into how much asset grabbing is
subversive of the current capitalist ownership regime but does not provide
an approach in depth, for instance à la Marx, of a transformation in the
ownership mode. It is clear that asset grabbing, systemic greed, and winner-
take-all trigger off a non-negligible change in social relationships but the
latter is not yet qualified in terms of capital–labor relationships since the
implications of a greed-based economy for the labor market, wage earning,
and exploitation are not yet derived at this stage of our research.

CONCLUSION

Protesting against an economy AU :9based on systemic greed remains limited to
more or less audible nonoligarchic circles so far, including alter-globalists,
indignant citizens, appalled, post-autistic, and heterodox economists. All the
losers who make up for 99% of global population must question and
challenge such a greed-based economy. The AU :10latter adds many worse effects
of asset grabbing, predation, cheating, fraud, unjustified enrichment, and
economic crime to the well-known harmful consequences of capitalism.
More heterodox economic research is urgently needed about it.

UNCITED REFERENCE

M. Andreff and W. Andreff (2005).

NOTES

1. Two reviewers correctly raised the point as to why the current crisis is not
traced back here to 1971 or 1974. In a nutshell, in the early 1970s, capitalism had not
yet reached its phase of a full-fledged globalization. Moreover, the crisis actually was
not global since centrally planned economies were not in a deep slump at the
moment.
2. We lean toward coining it a ‘‘greed-based economic system’’ which could be

envisaged as either a new phase of capitalism or a more radically new economic
system. Further theoretical work should elaborate on this point and go beyond the
temporarily adopted wording of a greed-based economic system (Section ‘‘Toward a
Theoretical Analysis of the Greed-based Economy’’). The latter exhibits some
common features with the so-called ‘‘financialized’’ capitalism of which it is, so to
say, the dark side. In addition, it shows some characteristics derived from PTEs.
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3. Following Bajt (1968) and Bettelheim (1970), possession refers to supervising
and monitoring capital (i.e., the power of holding all the decision-making over the
use of capital, the distribution of earned profits, and capital accumulation). Those
who exert the power of possession may or may not have the full ownership of all the
company’s assets. Property rights does not entirely coincide with effective possession;
it is often only partial. A possible ‘‘property leverage,’’ mentioned below, arises.
4. Grabbing assets without investing them in real production was so widespread a

strategy among the rescuers of privatized companies that the government, in various
PTEs, enacted as a prerequisite to privatization that the rescuers must invest in real
production and maintain employment.
5. Just like risk-taker leverage is a ratio between the overall risk taken and his/her

own assets, property leverage is a ratio between the overall company stockholding
equity, in fact monitored by core shareholders, and the latter’s actual share in the
overall company’s stockholding equity.
6. The first five companies privatized by Thatcher government were sold through

a fixed price IPO (Kay & Thompson, 1986). Even with a fixed price IPO, the initial
stock price can be lower than the market equilibrium price since some bribed bankers
may rig the price; it was the case of 309 IPOs at the New York Stock Exchange,
which involved Salomon Smith, Citibank, Crédit Suisse, and First Boston (Stiglitz,
2003).
7. CAC40 is the index of the biggest 40 companies listed at the Paris stock

exchange.
8. Harvard Capital, a Czech privatization funds, promised to redeem privatization

vouchers into stocks at a 10 times higher value (a 1,000% rate of return). The
Russian MMM funds offered 2,000% and attracted 5 million savers. In Romania,
20% of the population were gullible in similar funds.
9. In 1992, privatization vouchers whose nominal value was 10,000 rubles were

traded over-the-counter for a bottle of vodka (the price of which was in the range of
5,000 rubles at the time).
10. In Russian language, a play on the words can confuse privatisatsiya –

privatization – with prikhvatisatsiya (derived from the verb hvatat, to grab), which
means grabbing, predation, or theft. Seen from Russia, the loans for shares scheme
showed up as a more civilized predatory transaction than acquiring assets with a
kalachnikov machine gun at hands with the help of violent entrepreneurship (Volkov,
1999).
11. It is mathematically demonstrated that the lower is this percentage (often quite

below 10%) the more dispersed the stockholding equity across a large number
of stockholders (Andreff, 1996), what exactly occurred with MEBO and mass
privatization.
12. In Romania, 80% of new millionaires originate from the former communist

nomenklatura, 61% in Russia, over 50% in Poland. Oligarchs (managers/owners)
represent between 1% and 10% of new rich depending on the PTE.
13. Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa.
14. Empirical evidence is documented in Andreff (2003) and Andreff (2005).
15. Out of all oligarchs involved in the infamous loans for shares privatization,

only Mikhaı̈l Khodorkovski was eventually sentenced to jail, but primarily because
he politically opposed the President of the Russian Federation.
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16. The standard presentation is: banks gave out loans to subprime investors who
wanted to buy houses. The risk of the loans was then partially sold to other investors
(investment banks and hedge funds) in form of CDO (credit default options or
collateralized debt obligations). Since only the bank had information on actual
quality of these loans, this led to moral hazard problem: banks were interested in
increasing the number of loans, even if their default probability was high, because
their own risk was mostly sold off to investment banks and hedge funds (Hens &
Rieger, 2010).
17. Laddering consists in a bank canvassing investors before an IPO with offering

them to buy a certain number of stocks at bottom price and asking them to commit
buying more stocks some time later when the stock price will be growing. Those
bank-connected investors (and the bank itself) will then sell their own stocks at
higher price, deriving financial payoffs from speculation without any risk.
18. With spinning, a bank underestimates on purpose a company’s stock in an

IPO and offers to the company’s managers to acquire stocks at underestimated price
against their loyalty commitment to the bank.
19. Jorion (2011) provides various examples of stock market price manipulation.

One is to swiftly multiply transactions within a same second (quote stuffing). Sergueı̈
Aleynikov, a Russian mathematician who worked with Goldman Sachs was
sentenced by stock exchange regulators for borderline (between honest and
dishonest) transactions. Stiglitz (2010) sees in blurred and borderline manipulations
the origin of banking scandals since the 1990s.
20. A dark pool gathers thousands mortgages consolidated by securitization in a

same mortgage-backed security (MBS). Transactions within a dark pool are dealt
over-the-counter and are not disclosed.
21. Short selling consists in someone selling right now assets that he/she does not

hold in view of buying them forward at lower price.
22. Since the early 2000s, the number of conflicts of interests has sharply

increased. A conflict of interests is a situation in which personal interests of an
individual are contradictory with his/her duties which precisely consist in protecting
those interests he/she is in charge of.
23. Civilized, as compared with the methods utilized in privatized firms in PTEs,

that is many (about 20 types of) blatant breaches of the law protecting shareholder
rights – such as paying an entrance fee at the general meeting of shareholders, voting
with show of hands, faked counting of shareholder votes, not convening small
shareholders to the meeting, etc. (Andreff, 2007). That is the reason why stock-
options are so rare in PTEs since they are not necessary to seal the power of core
stockholding managers there.
24. Nevertheless Michael Milken was sentenced ten years to jail (serving only two)

but on other charges of racketing, tax avoidance, and insider dealing. He remains
one of the biggest 200 fortunes in the United States today.
25. Namely by de Maillard (2011) and Pons (2006); in the latter one can find a

detailed description by a lawyer of all the techniques used for fake accounting,
embezzlements, insider dealing, and financial fraud.
26. In 1920, Charles Ponzi attracted enormous investments and paid huge interest

for it, but only by using newly arriving investments, thus getting deeper and deeper
into debt. At the same time, he financed a luxurious life from this and even bought
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a private bank. Finally, the whole scheme broke down, and he ended in prison for
many years (Hens & Rieger, 2010).
27. Issuing an ADR is rather simple. A bank buys stocks from a financial

intermediary who has bought them in the stock market. These stocks are kept as
deposit in the bank’s balance sheet. Then the bank can issue ADR within the limits
of the amount of acquired stocks, although the stockholding company whose stocks
are traded usually must allow the bank to do so (then ADR are sponsored). An
American exemption to this rule comes out with absent company protection. Thus, a
bank can issue a company’s stocks without the company’s agreement. Then ADR is
unsponsored (Junghans, 2011).
28. Following the privatization drive, banks had significant shares in the

stockholding equity of many companies. Moreover big firms created their own
banks (‘‘pocket banks’’). Connected lending was the rule, though informal. Firms
and banks were too connected to fail.
29. The state bailing the U.S. savings and loans out is assimilated to a credit line

open by the government on which they have a free drawing right (Akerlof & Romer,
1993). This is clearly an incentive to asset grabbing, if not looting.
30. For instance, the IASB 39 norm of the International Accounting Standards

Board which relies on a notion of ‘‘fair value’’ compelled the banks to recapitalize
when a part of their assets lost value due to a falling market price. This norm was
repealed on April 4, 2009.
31. Passing the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act in 1999 nullified the Glass-Steagall Act

(in force since 1933).
32. It increasingly ensues a legitimacy crisis of the existing economic system in all

the nonoligarchic social strata, including among ‘‘honest’’ capitalists who believed in
the virtues of the rules that had backed capitalism development in the 19th and 20th
centuries as well as their personal fortune expansion, and that informal practices and
financial crisis do not obtain any more in the future.
33. Informal rules have been crucial in the transition from planned economies to

PTEs. Informal rules offered a way-out to those actors who cannot or do not want to
adapt – or stick – to (new) formal rules in PTEs. If informal rules spread over many
actors, then they create a shadow or informal economy as the one mentioned in
Section ‘‘Cheating with the Rules of Capitalism and the Global Shadow Economy’’.
The shadow economy develops until the point where new changes in the formal rules
validate the informal rules by formalizing and stamping them. New formal rules are
actually enforced after creating the proper supervision and sanction authorities.
34. Except if the gains distribution were at random from one game to the other,

but this is precisely excluded by asset grabbing strategies, cheating, rigging, and
manipulating the market.
35. A similar hypothesis is implicit in Jorion (2011): ‘‘a rarely mentioned

hypothesis emerges: were not capitalism and communism struck down by a same
illness?’’ (p. 10) and ‘‘capitalism and communism join in a final collapse’’ (p. 18). And
in Pollin (2009, p. 154): ‘‘indeed economic development in transition countries
has triggered the outgrowth development of the financial sector in developed
countries.’’
36. This follows up a long lasting convergence hypothesis first launched by

Tinbergen (1961) that we have criticized as a theoretical dead end (Andreff, 1992b).
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